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WP 3 Training Courses and Review

• Couldn’d find any interest on the project;
• Issues about evaluation in itself arose;
• 2 trainings have been made by Frareg;
• 1 High School and 1 military agency;
• Both still have not allowed the use of their 

name;
• At least one of the people involved will be 

taken to Lisbon.



WP 3 Training Courses and Review -
comments

• School: Uhm, looks interesting, but if we are not 
obliged to do it we won’t;

• School: we are always short of time, why do we 
have to think about this?

• School: some reward expected (salary or time);
• Military: We have strict framework, any new 

implementation must be discussed with the 
ministery of defence;

• Military: evaluation for us is based on how well 
we respect orders;



WP 3 Training Courses and Review -
comments

• Teachers are not confortable enough on a P2P 
evaluation;

• Older teachers didn’t want to “learn” a new thing;
• Apparently an external evaluator grant some 

impartiality;
• They feel that the evaluators should meet regularly 

and that this can be a problem;
• The evaluation process needs to be supported…by 

who? School/Company/National agencies?



WP4 Pilot Implementation

• Total of 9 persons involved (5 at school and 4 
at the military agency);

• Face to face meeting – then email – then face 
to face (no time for an e-learning platform);

• The people were not motivated enough;
• They argued that there was no clear standard: 

professional profile (list of competences and 
performance criteria)



WP5 Revision of the model

• Understanding better what a professional 
profile is;

• To be sure that what they are doing will help 
them on their job;

• Involvement by the social and political parties;
• Continuos help and support.



WP6 Valorisation – Our Plans

• Altough the people involved showed little 
interest in this project, we are going to keep 
on pushing on it;

• Dublin;
• Frareg will be disseminating the results of the 

project to its clients, some of them seemed 
interested  but they asked for a finished 
product;



WP6 Valorisation – Our Plans

• Final Conference in Lisbon;
• Creating a network of people interested in the 

evaluation issue;
• Further newsletters.



What else do we need to know? What 
else is important to us?

I believe that the project will live a second life 
after its conclusion. I think that we must be 
aware of this. As soon as we have a concrete 
product some of the firms and schools we 
have contacted will be more eager to 
collaborate.

Anyway, any Evaluation tool will have to deal 
with the italian political situation.


